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CIMScan is a completely web-based environmental monitoring system that can be hosted on a Windows computer
located in a customer’s datacenter or on one of CIMTechniques’ cloud-based servers. This document describes the
components and the technology that is available to implement sophisticated GMP-compliant warehouse
environmental monitoring system for pharmaceutical and medical device storage and distribution using CIMScan.
Both wired and wireless solutions are available. On the next page you will find an overview of the benefits and
difficulties associated with each approach.



Wired Wireless

Lowest Component Cost X

Easiest to Install X

Lowest Susceptibility to Interference X

Most Secure X

Easiest to Modify (move sensors) X

Lowest Cost to Calibrate X X

Highest Accuracy X X

Highest Overall Reliability X

Lowest Cost to Maintain X

We offer both wired and wireless sensors and are often asked which is better. There is no “one size fits all” answer.
The paragraphs below and the information on the next few pages of this guide will give you a good idea of the
tradeoffs when selecting a sensor interface technology.

Component Cost

Invariably, the wired sensor component cost is much less than for our wireless devices. This is primarily due to the
fact that our wireless devices have high power output to allow them to communicate reliably in a large warehouse.
They also use components with significantly greater processing capability than our competitors to enable
Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum capability and encryption for data security.

Installation Cost

Even though our wired solution is incredibly easy to install, the physical installation of the wireless sensors requires
significantly less effort (maybe up to 75% less). Of course, the installation is only part of the task of getting a
system up and running. Aside from correcting a few connection problems, wired sensors are ready to run
immediately after they are installed. Wireless sensors, on the other hand, may require a sizable effort in simply
trying to find a clear communications path between the sensor and the gateway. Moving repeaters around takes
time, and since they need to always be on, they must be line powered. Occasionally, it takes almost as much time to
install and commission a wireless system as it does to do a wired one.

Flexibility

If you often rearrange your warehouse, storage facility, or museum, the use of wireless sensors is, without
question, the best way to go.

Reliability

Even though the components for both wired and wireless solutions are equally reliable, a wired solution isn’t
susceptible to interference or other phenomena which could affect the ability for the sensors to successfully
communicate the measurements to the server.

Accuracy

Wired or wireless sensors utilize the same sensor technology and are equally accurate and meet or exceed
regulatory requirements.

Comparison

The table below contains a comparison of both approaches. Keep in mind that there are a lot of variables involved
and a wired solution for one application will not be suitable for another.

Wired or Wireless - Which is Better?
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Easy to Install Sensors - Wired or Wireless
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The diagrams below illustrate the common sensor architecture used by both wired and wireless
sensor solutions.
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Why Our Wireless Sensors Work when Others Don’t

CIMTechniques has been providing wireless monitoring systems for over 15 years. During that time we've
learned a lot about what to do to make wireless work reliably. The main thing to remember is the fact that
we are operating in the same two unlicensed bands (900 MHz or 2.4 GHz) along with millions of other
wireless devices like Wi-Fi, wireless pagers, RFID, wireless instruments, etc. This means that the potential
for interference is great and ever increasing as the wireless revolution explodes. Maintaining reliable
communications in this mess is the challenge we all face when implementing wireless systems.

Most of our competitors provide wireless units with output power levels of 1 mW. A few provide outputs of
up to 20 mW, but rarely over that. In addition, most of these units operate on a single preset frequency.
Consequently, if another station is operating on that frequency, units with low power levels will be
drowned out, and their communications will be interrupted. To combat this problem, we provide wireless
devices with output power levels which can be adjusted to 40 or 158 mW (900 MHz) and 10 or 100 mW
(2.4 GHz with external antenna) to effectively punch through almost any interference. We also offer units
with external antennas that will increase the effective radiated power by a factor of three.

Another way to combat interference from another wireless device is to simply switch frequencies to a
clear channel. This could be done manually whenever a new wireless device is in the area. Of course, this
is impractical. A better way is to automatically switch using a technique called Frequency Hopping Spread
Spectrum (FHSS). With this proven technology, our wireless sensors constantly change frequencies to
find a clear channel within their operating bands. This ability, along with the higher output power levels,
costs more and therefore our wireless components are a little more expensive than the less capable units
from our competitors. (See the section on Spread Spectrum Technology in the paragraphs below.)

Security

In the past, data security hasn't been an important consideration in a wireless monitoring system. In
today's environment, that is not the case. How about the possibility of an unscrupulous person deciding to
monitor the temperature levels from the blood bank refrigerators in hopes of detecting an abnormal
condition on which to base a lawsuit? That sounds pretty farfetched, but it is a possibility. Also consider
the situation where a disgruntled employee or even a terrorist wants to disrupt hospital operations by
falsifying measurement data and creating a huge number of alerts that would have to be responded to.

To prevent the above from happening, all CIMScan's wireless devices use AES-128 Encryption to provide
protection from eavesdropping or the falsification of measurement information.

Longer Range

The range of a wireless device operating indoors depends on 1) the construction of the walls between the
transmitter and the receiver, 2) the power levels produced by the transmitters, and 3) the types of
antennas used. Our CQ series of wireless sensors offers the highest power level of any competitive
device, and high gain antennas are also available to increase the range.

Our competitors may say that range isn't important--“just add repeaters.” Repeaters are generally not
particularly expensive. They do, however, require line power for operation. Installing a new power
receptacle in an area where one doesn't already exist will be very expensive.

Optional External Antennas

Optional high gain external antennas are available with all of our CQ wireless sensors. This allows greater
range than available with the normal internal “chip” antenna.
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Power Helps Overcome Signal Path Problems

While freedom of movement is one of the great advantages of wireless sensors, we have occasionally
heard, “I don't want wireless because when I moved my refrigerator just a few feet from where it was, I
lost my sensor.” This is invariably due to the physical environment (metal objects which cause signal
attenuation and reflections). The CQ sensor's high power levels and the use of Spread Spectrum
technology all but eliminate this objection. (See “multipath fading” in the Spread Spectrum section
below.)

Features that Extend Battery Life

High output power requires energy, and the primary consumer of this energy is the radio. To extend
battery life, the radio needs to be activated very infrequently. If you simply extend the time between
transmissions, you will not be alerted to an abnormal condition in a timely manner. To solve this dilemma,
the alarm limits for the sensors being monitored are downloaded and stored in the CQ wireless devices.
The onboard microprocessor (separate from the radio) wakes up every second, updates the clock,
possibly takes a measurement, and then goes back to sleep. All of this happens very quickly (millisecond
or so) so very little power is consumed. After a certain number of measurements are taken, they are
averaged and the result compared against the alarm limits. If an alarm condition is detected, the radio will
be immediately activated and the measurement sent to the host monitoring station (DA-33). If everything
is normal, the average value is stored to be sent at a later time. This time is programmable and is usually
set to once every 15 minutes or even once an hour.

Standard Batteries

The CQ wireless sensors utilize standard “AA” alkaline batteries available just about anywhere at low cost.
Our competitors use specialized Lithium batteries which are expensive and often must be purchased from
the supplier of the sensor. You can also use standard “AA” lithium batteries in our CQ wireless sensor.
These can be purchased just about anywhere and even though they cost more than alkalines, they may
be more economical because of their extended life.

A Closer Look at Spread Spectrum Technology

A radio channel can be very hostile, corrupted by noise, path loss and interfering transmissions from other
radios. Even in an interference-free environment, radio performance faces serious degradation from a
phenomenon known as multipath fading. Multipath fading results when two or more reflected rays of the
transmitted signal arrive at the receiving antenna with opposing phases, thereby partially or completely
canceling the signal. This problem is particularly prevalent in indoor installations. In the frequency
domain, a multipath fade can be described as a frequency-selective notch that shifts in location and
intensity over time as reflections change due to motion of the radio or objects within its range. At any
given time, multipath fades will typically occupy 1% - 2% of the band. From a probability viewpoint, a
conventional radio system faces a 1% - 2% chance of signal impairment at any given time due to
multipath fading.

Spread spectrum reduces the vulnerability of a radio system to both multipath fading and jammers by
distributing the transmitted signal over a larger region of the frequency band than would otherwise be
necessary to send the information. This allows the signal to be reconstructed even though part of it may
be lost or corrupted in transmission.

Additional Wireless Sensor Features
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CZ-11
CZ-2x
Single
Pair

Wired

DA-33

CS-05
DA-12

CQ-14/15
Wireless

To Server via DA-07 To Server

Model Range Accuracy

CQ-14 -20 to +50°C ±0.5°C (-20 to 50°C)

CQ-15
-20 to +50°C

0 to 100% RH

±0.5°C (5 to 45°C)

±2% RH (10 to 90% RH)

CZ-11 -20 to 50°C ±0.5°C (0 to +35°C)

CZ-12 -20 to 50°C ±0.5°C (0 to +35°C)

CZ-24 -20 to 50°C ±0.5°C (5 to +45°C)

CZ-25
-20 to +50°C

0 to 100% RH

±0.5°C (5 to 45°C)

±2% RH (10 to 90% RH)

CZ-26
-20 to +50°C

0 to 100% RH

±0.5°C (5 to 45°C)

±3% RH (10 to 90% RH)

The accuracy of temperature sensors used to monitor the
environment where critical materials are stored during
pharmaceutical manufacturing and distribution must be
verified at least once a year. This is easily accomplished at
the ambient temperature by comparing the value pro-
duced by the sensor with the temperature read by a
recently calibrated precision instrument. Generally, the
difference between the two is added to the value in the
monitoring system to "offset" the final value so that the
two agree.

This approach is fine, but what if the ambient temperature
shifts by a few degrees up or down? Will the same offset
apply, or has the calibration of the monitoring system's
data acquisition unit changed due to component aging?
You'll never know unless you place the sensor in a test
chamber and vary the temperature up and down, compar-
ing the sensor’s measurements with a precision instru-
ment measuring the temperature inside the chamber.
This can be a time consuming task, especially if the
temperature sensor is 20 feet up on a pallet rack in a
warehouse. Time is money, and if "3-Point" calibration
needs to be performed in 50 sensors in a large ware-
house, the cost can skyrocket.

CIMScan's new EZcal system provides a fresh approach
that significantly reduces the time and effort required to
calibrate warehouse temperature and temp/humidity
sensors in the field. The method is quick, straightforward,
and accurate -- simply replace the existing sensor
probe with one that has been fully calibrated.

This is made possible because CIMScan's CQ and CZ
sensors all have built-in data acquisition units that pro-
duce digital values in engineering units (°C for example).

To use EZcal, all you have to do is order the number of
sensors you need to replace the ones in your facility from
our pool of fully refurbished and recalibrated units. Each
sensor is provided with a 3-point calibration certificate
and a full one year warranty. After receiving the sensors,
simply unplug the old ones and plug in the new, then send
the old sensors back to CIMTechniques so that they can
be tested, refurbished, recalibrated, and placed back in
the EZcal pool.

Available EZcal Sensors

Save $$$ Every Year with Our EZcal Sensors
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Wireless Monitoring Station & Ethernet Gateway

FEATURES

Manages up to 50 Wireless Devices
with up to 2 channels each or up to
16 devices with 8 channels

Automatically calculates statistics
(max, min, average) plus a special
calculation for each input channel

Buffers up to 12,000 measurements
during LAN or server outages

Handles local alarm processing during
LAN or server faults.

Communicates with the server over a
LAN or the Internet using TCP/IP

Operates from a simple receptacle
mounted power supply (included)

The DA-33 Monitoring Station is part of CIMTechniques’ DA
family of eLink remote data acquisition controllers for the
CIMScan® monitoring system. Units are available for either
the 902-928 MHZ or 2.4 GHz ISM bands and can manage up to
fifty (50) 2-channel wireless sensors or up to sixteen (16) 8
channel devices).

The DA-33 comfortably produces 40-158 mW (900 MHz) and
10-100 mW (2.4 GHz) to punch through the worst interfer-
ence. If the interference persists, the DA-33 just steps around
it, using the same Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum
(FHSS) technology that is built into all CQ wireless sensors.

Systems inside buildings, especially metal warehouses, suffer
from a phenomenon called multipath fading. This results when
two or more reflected rays from a transmitted signal arrive at
the receiving antenna with opposing phases, thereby partially
or completely canceling the signal. Since FHSS is constantly
switching the operating frequencies, the propagation charac-
teristics change and the effects of multipath fading are signifi-
cantly reduced.

The DA-33 communicates with the CIMScan server computer
using the standard TCP/IP protocol over a Local Area Network
(LAN) or the Internet. The unit has the ability to buffer up to
12,000 measurements if a LAN fault occurs, or if the server
fails for any reason. These measurements are automatically
forwarded to the server when communications are restored.

The DA-33 calculates the following statistics for every input
channel and forwards them to the server at the end of every
hour.

Maximum detected during the hour
Minimum detected during the hour
Average over the hour (arithmetic mean)
A special calculation

The special calculation is normally the Standard Deviation over
the hour, but the unit can be configured to calculate the Mean
Kinetic Temperature (MKT).

Every sensor channel can be field calibrated (scale and offset
values provided). A convenient calibration dialog is available in
the service tool program.
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Ordering Information

Up to (50) 2-ch Sensors:

Up to (16) 8-ch Sensors:

DA-33-90

DA-33A-90

DA-33-24

DA-33A-24

902-928 MHz 2.4 GHz

Wireless Specifications General Specifications

Parameter Value

Frequency Bands
2.406 to 2.475 GHz or

902.76 MHz to 927.24 MHz

Data Link Technology HyperMesh/FHSS

Transmit Power Level
10 or 100 mW (2.4 GHz)

40 or 158 mW (900 Mhz)

Typical Range Indoors up to 500' (152 m)

Typical Range Outside up to 1 mi (1.6 Km)

Certification
FCC 15.247

IC RSS-210

Security 128-bit AES Encryption

Parameter Value

Data Buffer Capacity 12,000 Measurements

LAN Connection 802.3 10/100 mps Ethernet (RJ-45)

Dimensions 3.35 x 5.50 x 1.36 in. (85 x 140 x 35 mm)

Enclosure Material Flame Retardant ABS

Weight <6 oz (170 gm)

Operating Conditions -20°C to +75°C <95% RH Non-Condensing

DA-33 with Optional Alarm Indicators

The actual range achieved depends heavily on the building construction and objects in the
signal path. CQ-31 Repeaters can be used to easily extend the range if necessary.

CIMScan
®

MANUFACTURED BY

CIMTechniques, Inc.
Beaufort, SC USA

www.cimtechniques.com

LAN +5 Vdc

ERROR

WIRELESS

ALARM

SERVER
DA-33 Wireless

Monitoring Station

D
a

ta
+

D
a

ta
-

P
W

R

G
N

D

RS-485 Network

Service

FCC ID: HSW-DNT-90 or HSW-DNT24
Canada: 4492A-DNT90 or 4492A-DNT24

GND

+24 Vdc

RS-485-

RS-485+

LAN to Server

DA-33

Wall
Mounted
PA-1X

Ceiling-Mounted
PA-2X

Strobe
PA-31

PA-02

Temp-1

Temp-2

Temp-3 5:23

23:45

3.2° C

4.1° C

6.1° C

10.2° C

5.0° C

Temp-5

Temp-4

Optional
PA-58 Value Display

100 dB Horn

Silence
Pushbutton

CQ-31
Repeater

CQ Sensors

Up to 500 ft
(152 m)
Indoors

24 VDC
Power Supply
Required for

Alarm Indicators

Provided Power Supply

2.28" High
1.46" Wide
1.26" Deep

With 6' Cord

100-240Vac
50-60 Hz
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Long Range Wireless Sensors

FEATURES

INTELLIGENT UPDATE MANAGEMENT
Measurements are normally sent at a “reporting
interval” but are immediately transmitted when an
alarm condition is detected.

INEXPENSIVE FIELD CALIBRATION
Simply replace the internal sensor with a fully
calibrated unit with a current calibration certificate.

EASY TO INSTALL AND USE
Simply mount the sensor within range of a DA-33
Monitoring Station and measurement data will be
automatically sent to the CIMScan server.

HIGH LEVEL OF SECURITY
AES-128 encryption is used to protect against
eavesdropping and falsification of the measure-
ment data (a 21 CFR 11 requirement).

ADVANCED INTERFERENCE AVOIDANCE
Uses Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS)
technology.

EXCEPTIONALLY LONG RANGE
Up to 500’ (152 m) indoors and over 1 mile
(1.6 Km) line of sight outside. Repeaters can be
used to extend the range as necessary.

Shown with Internal Antenna

Temperature & Temperature/Humidity
in Warehouse Areas

Temperature in Refrigerated Rooms,
Refrigerators/Freezers, and Stability Chambers

Model Range Chan

CQ-13 -200°C to 0°C 1

CQ-16 -100°C to +100°C 2

CQ-17 -200°C to 0°C 2

CQ-18 50°C to +260°C 1

CQ-19 -100°C to +100°C 1

Model Range

CQ-14 -20°C to +60°C

CQ-15 -20°C to +60°C & 0% to 100% RH



Wireless Specifications

General Specifications

Physical Dimensions

Ordering Information

Parameter Condition min typ max Units

Resolution 0.4 0.05 0.05 %RH

typ ±2 %RH

max %RH

Repeatability ±0.1 %RH

Hysteresis ±1 %RH

Nonlinearity <0.1 %RH

Operating Range 0 100 %RH

Long Term Drift typ <0.25 %RH/yr

Accuracy
±3% (10% to 90%)

Humidity Measurement Specifications

Temperature Measurement Specifications

Parameter Condition min typ max Units

Resolution 0.04 0.01 0.01 °C

typ ±0.3 °C

max °C

Repeatability ±0.1 °C

-20 60 °C

-4 140 °F

Long Term Drift typ <0.02 °C/yr

Operating Range

Accuracy
±0.4° (3° to 63°)

Parameter Value

Frequency Bands
2.406 to 2.475 GHz or

902.76 MHz to 927.24 MHz

Data Link Technology HyperMesh/FHSS [1]

Transmit Power Level

Internal Antenna

10 or 63 mW (2.4 GHz)

40 or 158 mW (900 Mhz)

Transmit Power Level

External Antenna

10 or 100 mW (2.4 GHz)

40 or 158 mW (900 Mhz)

Typical Range Indoors up to 500' (152 m) [2]

Typical Range Outside up to 1 mi (1.6 Km) [3]

Certification FCC 15.247 + IC RSS-210

Security 128-bit AES Encryption

4
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2
”

(1
2
0
 m

m
)

Optional
External Antenna
(height may vary)

1.357”
(34.5 mm)4.250”

(108.0 mm)

3
.3

5
5
”

(8
5
.2

 m
m

)

0.5” (12.7 mm)0.95” (24.1 mm)

Parameter Value

Batteries

Three (3) 1.5V "AA"

User-Replaceable

Alkaline or Lithium

Typical Battery Life
1-2 years with 15 min.

updates & 1 hr. reporting

Enclosure Flame Retardant ABS

Weight <6 oz (170 gm)

Operating Temp. -20°C to +75°C

Operating Humidity <95% Non-Condensing

[1] Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum

[2] With external antenna and very dependent on building construction.

[3] Line of sight with external antenna.

Internal Antenna:

External Antenna:

CQ-15-90

CQ-15A-90

CQ-15-24

CQ-15A-24

902-928 MHz 2.4 GHz

CQ-14/15 Specifications
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Wireless Specifications General Specifications

Physical Dimensions

Ordering Information

Temperature Probe

Temperature Measurement Specifications

Parameter Value

Frequency Bands
2.406 to 2.475 GHz or

902.76 MHz to 927.24 MHz

Data Link Technology HyperMesh/FHSS [1]

Transmit Power Level

Internal Antenna

10 or 63 mW (2.4 GHz)

40 or 158 mW (900 Mhz)

Transmit Power Level

External Antenna

10 or 100 mW (2.4 GHz)

40 or 158 mW (900 Mhz)

Typical Range Indoors up to 500' (152 m) [2]

Typical Range Outside up to 1 mi (1.6 Km) [3]

Certification FCC 15.247 + IC RSS-210

Security 128-bit AES Encryption
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(height may vary)

1.357”
(34.5 mm)4.250”

(108.0 mm)
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Parameter Value

Batteries

Three (3) 1.5V "AA"

User-Replaceable

Alkaline or Lithium

Typical Battery Life
1 -2 years with 15 min.

updates & 1 hr. reporting

Enclosure Flame Retardant ABS

Weight <6 oz (170 gm)

Operating Temp. -20°C to +75°C [4]

Operating Humidity <95% Non-Condensing

[1] Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum

[2] With external antenna and is highly dependent on building construction.

[3] Line of sight with external antenna.

[4] Battery life negatively affected by very low operating temperature operation.

Socket for
Temperature Probe

This socket only provided on CQ-16/17

Model Description Chan Range Resolution Accuracy

CQ-13 Cryogenic Temperature Sensor 1 -200°C to 0°C 0.1°C ± 1.0°C

CQ-16 Dual Wide Range Temperature Sensors 2 -100°C to +100°C 0.1°C ± 0.5°C

CQ-17 Dual Cryogenic Temperature Sensors 2 -200°C to 0°C 0.1°C ± 1.0°C

CQ-18 Oven Temperature Sensor 1 50°C to +260°C 0.1°C ± 1.0°C

CQ-19 Wide Range Temperature Sensor 1 -100°C to +100°C 0.1°C ± 0.5°C

C Q - M M A - F F

Model Number

Antenna: Internal = (nothing)
External = “A”

Frequency: 900 MHZ = “90”
2.4 GHz = “24”

Example: 2.4 GHz CQ-19 with Internal Antenna = CQ-19-24

Probes can be extended with regular wire.
Probes are not polarity sensitive.
Probes should not be completely immersed in a liquid.
Spill-proof Glycol Bottles are available.

NOTES:

3/16” (4.76 mm) Diameter 1000 ohm RTD ProbeTerminal Block

8.0’ (2.44 meters)

CQ-13/16/17/18/19 Specifications
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Wired Monitoring Stations & Device Controllers

FEATURES

DA-12 can handle up to 16 sensors
and DA-07 can do up to 128

Automatically calculates average, max,
min, and MKT once every hour for
every input

Buffers (logs) measurement data and
handles local alarm processing during
LAN or server outages.

Uses standard TCP/IP communications
to talk with the server via an existing
LAN connection, Wi-Fi, or the Internet

Monitoring Stations are small yet sophisticated device control-
lers that are used to link remote sensors with the server
computer in a CIMScan monitoring system. Two units are
available. The DA-12 supports the attachment of up to 16
inexpensive type CT or CZ sensors via a common multi-drop
network called the SensorBus. The DA-07 can handle up to
128 sensors from up to 16 remote data acquisition units using
a 4-wire RS-485 network and the Modbus protocol.

All can communicate with the CIMScan server using TCP/IP via
a direct Ethernet connection. The DA-12W can also communi-
cate using standard Wi-Fi. It is also possible to communicate
with the server using a commercially available GSM/GPRS
cellular telephone modem.

Whenever communication with the server is lost for any
reason, each monitoring station has the ability to continue to
gather measurements and store up to 12,000 values along
with their timestamps and status. During this time, the new
measurements are compared against alarm limits and local
personnel alerted if an abnormal condition is detected. Once
communication with the server is restored, the stations
automatically upload their buffered data where it is processed
and stored just as though nothing happened.

Sensor Measurements are taken every 10-15 seconds. Analog
measurements are averaged for a user-configurable sample
period. At the end of this time, the average is scaled appropri-
ately and compared with alarm or warning limits that have
been downloaded from the server. If an out-of-limit condition
is detected, the measurement is sent to the server immedi-
ately. If not, the measurement is held and the server updated
at a user configurable server update rate.

Every time a measurement value is scaled for each sensor, the
following hourly statistics are updated.

Maximum detected during the hour
Minimum detected during the hour
Average over the hour
Mean Kinetic Temperature (MKT) for the hour

Other calculations, such as variance or total accumulation, can
be substituted for MKT on a sensor-by-sensor basis.

Every input channel can be field calibrated (scale and offset
values provided). A convenient calibration dialog is available in
the service tool programs for each monitoring station.
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Mix CT and CZ Sensors as Required for the Application
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4-Wire
SensorBus

Maximum Cable Run
250’ (76 meters)

CT-50 CT-19

CS-05

Dry
Contact

+10-30 Vdc

Up to 16 remote data acquisition units or sensor interfaces can be managed by a single DA-07 eLink Monitoring
Station via a common 4-wire bus using the popular Modbus protocol. The DA-07 contains a simple driver for each
device, allowing it to extract measurement data for up to 8 sensor channels each. All the components on the
network are powered from the network which can be up to 4,000 feet long. Both wired and wireless repeaters are
available to extend the network length.

85mm
(3.35")

140mm (5.50")

34mm
(1.36")

CIMScan
®

LAN

ERROR
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SERVER
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RS-485 Network

Service

MANUFACTURED BY

CIMTechniques, Inc.
Beaufort, SC USA

www.cimtechniques.com

DA-07 eLink
Monitoring Station

Up to 1,000 feet (300 meters)

CAT-3, CAT-5 or CAT-6
cable is widely available
and can be used for the

SensorBus wiring.

ALARM

INPUT

(Y) DATA+

(G) DATA-

(R) +PWR

(B) GND

+5Vdc
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GND

AUX
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2
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6
”

CZ-25

CZ-111.57”

More Sensors

To More
Modbus
Devices

RTD Temperature Probe
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CS-05

Power
6-30Vdc

35 ma max.

CIMScan
®

SensorBus Interface
CIMTechniques, Inc. - Beaufort, SC USA

SENSOR BUS

RS-485

SENSOR

25mm
(0.98")

56mm
(2.20")

85mm (3.33")

110mm (4.34")

10mm
(0.40”)

SensorBus

CS-05 SensorBus Bridge

The CS-05 is a small, inexpensive device designed to link one or more SensorBus sensors to a CIMScan monitoring
system through an eLink Controller. The SensorBus is a 4-wire, high speed, multi-drop communications network
designed to connect CT series intelligent sensors to the eLink through a CS-05 adapter. Each sensor on the network
has a unique serial number which is used as the address of the sensor and to identify the monitoring point in the
host CIMScan system. All SensorBus sensors can be field-calibrated with each sensor containing its calibration
settings.

If you need to extend your RS-485 network to the other side of a large cleanroom or to another facility down the
street, it can be easily and inexpensively accomplished using a pair of RM-07 (900 MHZ) or RM-08 (2.4 GHz) RS-485
to Wireless transceivers.

Wireless RS-485 Cable Replacement

Available for either 900 MHZ or 2.4 GHz Unlicensed ISM Operation

Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS) Transceiver

Up to 3 Mile Line of Sight Range Outdoors (with 2 dBi RP-SMA antenna)

Up to 1000 feet Line of Sight Indoors (less distance without Line of Sight)

Point-to-Point, Point-to-Multipoint, and Store & Forward Capability

Transmit Power: 158 mW (900 MHZ) or 100 mW (2.4 GHz) EIRP

Optional 128-bit AES Encryption

9 to 24VDC Operation

-40°C to 85°C Operating Temperature

ORDER RM-07 for 900 MHz ORDER RM-08 for 2.4 GHz

1) +PWR

2) GND

3) RS-485

4) GND

5) A

6) B

+PWR (1

GND (2

RS-485 (3

GND (4

A (5

B (6

+24V RED

GND BLK

ORG + WHT

WHT + ORG

Data+ YEL

Data- GRN

BLU + WHT

WHT + BLU

RS-485 Network from DA-07
+10-24 VDC

GND

Power Supply

RS-485 Network
to Downstream
Devices

RM-07/08 RM-07/08

WIRELESS
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Inexpensive yet Accurate Wired Sensors

32mm
(1.26")

67 mm
(2.63")

108mm (4.25")

LAN

STATUS ALARM

A
U

X

G
N

D

D
A
T
A

5
V
D

C

PowerLAN

CIMScan
®

Monitoring Station
MANUFACTURED BY

CIMTechniques, Inc.
Beaufort, SC

MADE IN USA

MODEL

DA-12C

DA-12 Monitoring Station

56.3 mm (2.22”)

15 mm
(0.59”)

40 mm
(1.57”)

5 VDC Power
Supply Provided
with the DA-12

Inexpensive 4-wire CAT-3 Cable

To 15
Additional
Sensors

CT Sensor

Plugable
Terminal

Strip

Warehouse, Museum, & Cold Chain Monitoring Components Page 15

CIMTechniques pioneered the use of a simple 4-wire communications bus to attach multiple low cost sensors to a
data acquisition controller. The bus is called the SensorBus and allows up to 16 CI/CT/CZ sensors to be located up to
250 feet (76 meters) away from the controller. Each sensor on the bus has a unique serial number which is, in
reality, its bus address. Even though the bus operates at microsecond speed, it is highly reliable and utilizes CRC
error checking for data integrity.

Model Description Chan Range Resolution Accuracy

CT-14 Room Temperature Sensor 1 -20°C to +50°C 0.1°C ± 0.5°C

-20°C to +50°C 0.1°C ± 0.5°C

0-100% RH 0.1% RH ± 3% RH

CT-19 1K Ohm RTD Temperature Sensor (with probe) 1 -100°C to +100°C 0.1°C ± 0.5°C

0-5V DC (CT-30) 14-bit ± 5 mV

0-10V DC (CT-31) 14-bit ± 10 mV

4-20 ma (CT-32) 14-bit ± 0.02 mA

CT-50 Contact Closure Detector 1

CT-3X Analog Input Interface 1

Counts number of seconds that contact has been

open or closed (up to 32000)

CT-15 Temperature and Relative Humidity Sensor 2

Model Description Chan Range Resolution Accuracy

CZ-11 Area Temperature Sensor 1 -20°C to +50°C 0.1°C ± 0.5°C

-20°C to +50°C 0.1°C ± 0.5°C

0-100% RH 0.1% RH ± 3% RH
CZ-15 Temperature and Relative Humidity Sensor 2

2-Wire SensorBus Sensor Specifications

4-Wire SensorBus Sensor Specifications
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Alarm Indicators

CIMScan is organized by groups of monitoring points. One or more monitoring points and/or groups can be
selected by the user to control a stacklight alarm indicator. If all monitoring points in a selection group or groups are
normal, the green light will be illuminated. If a warning, alarm, or error is present, the appropriate light (amber, red,
and blue respectively) will be illuminated and the audible alarm activated. A user can press the acknowledge
pushbutton to temporarily silence the audible alarm.

Standard USA Dual
Gang Switch Box

Plastic
Switch Plate

100 dB Horn

Silence Pushbutton

IP65 Rated

Polycarbonate
Construction

2.36” (60 mm)

Standard Octagon Box

Wall-Mounted

Ceiling-Mounted

High Intensity
Strobe

Modbus or PodNet
Protocols

+24 Vdc

GND

RS-485+

RS-485-

PA-21/22/23/24

PA-11/12/13/14

PA-31

PA-02

Warehouse, Museum, & Cold Chain Monitoring Components
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PA-51 Alarm/Value Display

The PA-51 Display Module is built using an inexpensive, but
very capable 7” Android tablet PC. The unit communicates
through a user-supplied Wi-Fi access point and then on to a
CIMScan server via a facility’s existing LAN or the Internet. Any
number of Alarm/Value Displays (Kiosk Apps) can be linked to
a CIMScan server.

Operation of the display is very straightforward. Essentially,
the user creates a normal user account for a specific tablet and
assigns one or more Groups of monitoring points to it. Then
the user starts the Kiosk App on the tablet and logs onto the
CIMScan server in the normal way. The server will then
download and display a list of all the monitoring points that are
available. The user then selects the desired points and acti-
v a t e s t h e va l u e
display. This wi l l
show each point in a
scrollable list with the
format shown here.

A n y n u m b e r o f
monitoring points can be displayed with up to six (6) being
shown at a time. The order with which the points are displayed
(top to bottom) is shown below.

1 - Points that have been specified as “fixed”

2 - Points in Error, then in Alarm and then in Warning

3 - Points with Normal status and sorted by

1) Group, 2) Location/Device, and 3) Name

The user can easily scroll the display up and down by simply
“flicking” the touchscreen. After a user-specified period of
time, the display will automatically scroll to the top.

The background of each panel containing a
monitoring point changes with the alert condi-
tion as shown here.

The units of measure, decimal point location,
and other display attributes are automatically
downloaded from the server when the Kiosk
App is started.

A complete PA-51 package, including the 7” Android Tablet PC
with mounting hardware can be purchased from
CIMTechniques. Alternatively, users can download the Kiosk
App for FREE from Google’s Play Store and install it on their
own tablets.

A sealed version of the Alarm/Value Display will be available in
2016 for cleanroom applications requiring wash-down or
wipe-down capability.

FEATURES

Displays the current Value and Alert
Status of one or more user-selected
monitoring points on a CIMScan
Server located anywhere.

Any number of monitoring points can
be displayed and scrolled into view by
“flicking” the tablet’s touchscreen.

Updated in real-time via Wi-Fi Link to
the CIMScan Server.

The location of selected points can be
“frozen” at the top of the display.

Uses an inexpensive Android tablet PC

Units
Location/Device
Group
Update Time or Time in Alarm

Type of Alarm or Error

Name

Value

Alarm

Warning

Normal

Error

ORDER PA-51
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Power Supplies

Enclosures

Three power supply modules are available. All are DIN-Rail mounted and have a common general shape.

Parameter DR-30 DR-60 DR-100

Input Voltage

Output Voltage

Max Current 1.5 A 2.5 A 4.2 A

Noise & Ripple

Size (WxHxD) 78x93x56 mm 78x93x56 mm 100x93x56 mm

Working Temp.

MTBF 441K hrs 216K hrs 486K hrs

Approvals

85-264 VAC 47-63 Hz

24 VDC

150 mV p-p

UL60950-1, TUV EN60950-1

-20°C to +60°C

Warehouse, Museum, & Cold Chain Monitoring Components

Width
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Model Height Width

Wallbox-1 254 mm (10.0”) 203 mm (8.0”)

WallBox-2 305 mm (12.0”) 254 mm (10.0”)

WallBox-3 406 mm (16.0”) 305 mm (12.0”)

WallBox-4 508 mm (20.0”) 406 mm (16.0”)

WallBox-5 610 mm (24.0”) 508 mm (20.0”)

Depth = 102 mm (4.0”) for all enclosures

NEMA-1, IEC 60529, IP-20 Rated ANSI 61 Gray Powder Coated 14/16 ga. Steel

The enclosures shown below should be mounted outside the cleanroom and are typically used to house data
acquisition units, transmitters, devices controllers, power supplies and the like.
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